Abstract
Introduction
Graceful interaction was first discussed within the narrow scope of producing natural dialogue between human and the computer in natural language interface [1] . When direct manipulation was introduced in the 1990s, the technological and intellectual landscape of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) progress from linguistic to manual interaction via graphical objects. The subject of graceful interaction was the philosophized in the context of achieving quality engagement through the dynamic property of a human computer interaction that would normally be recognised as 'pleasing or attractive, especially in form, movement or action' [2] . However, graceful interaction has not been discussed in the HCI literature and the vagueness of how to produce graceful interaction is not addressed.
We approach graceful interaction from the lenses of aesthetic interaction which has now emerged as new dimension of research and currently gaining attention in the field of HCI. Aesthetic interaction is an intellectual paradigm inspired by the desire to enrich the interaction between the human and the artifact and pushes research to a new horizon by looking inwards into aspects of affective and aesthetics human needs.
Within the domain of humanities, aesthetics has a long history of reflecting on art, beauty, pleasure, and self-transcendence and the relationship of these to material artifacts, from poems to frescoes. It can be argued that the user interface can also be considered as an art artifact that embodies beauty, causes pleasure and helps users improve themselves. In the humble beginning of HCI research, aesthetics have been compromised over functionality as the popular believe is that people do care and are sensitive to aesthetics [3] . Supported by the perception on the importance of aesthetics in design, early work on aesthetic design in HCI has emerged as superficial work centered on the crafting of decorative elements of the user interface [4] .
As the sentiments towards aesthetics improve, the literature of aesthetics in HCI research has grown from concentration of the sense of making user interface "look nice" and has evolved into the sense of "look and feel". This is a result of the realization that the IT artifact is a visual art that plays a bigger role in igniting the user's aesthetic experience while interacting with the system. The interplay between the system and the user during the interaction cannot be supported by merely look but must embrace a wider scope of look and feel.
Generally, everyday user experience involves human body movements. Empirical studies show that the physical experience of aesthetics is based on a feeling or an inner picture of how humans move [5] . According to them, even when you have not seen yourself in a mirror, it is possible to get the feeling that you move in a beautiful way related to your own impression or imagination of what is a beautiful movement. For these reasons, we argue that everyday experience, including simple online interaction, such as shopping online or browsing for some information on the web, one would have an aesthetic experience if the processes include all the aspects mentioned above. This is what we call graceful interaction.
Early work of graceful interaction is seen in the work of [6] and [7] . The former worked on gracefulness of speech in the man-machine interaction describing graceful interaction from a system perspective that involves dealing appropriately with anything a user happens to say. The latter worked on the human environment interaction and studied the way a person interacts with an intelligent environment that is both effective and effortless to him/her while appearing to be rational and elegant to anyone else observing him/her while interacting with the system. However, our concern of graceful interaction is confined to IT artifacts that reside on desktop applications where users interact with the computer using a keyboard, a mouse or a joystick. It is in the desktop environment that the abundance of applications and users pose multitude challenges to the design of aesthetic interaction.
To further enrich the knowledge on aesthetics of interaction, we incorporate the notion of graceful interaction in aesthetic interaction. In this paper, we elaborate on the theoretical perspective underlying graceful interaction and argue for the notion of graceful interaction to initiate the development of the graceful interaction framework for interaction design. In the attempt, key factors influencing interaction design in the context of interactive interface are considered and theories of human movements are reviewed. In the next section, we present the relevant theoretical grounding to support the notion of graceful interaction.
Laban movement theory
Rudolf Laban (1879-1958) made significant contributions to the study of movement, observing the movement of people performing all types of tasks. He developed theories and systems of movement notation (Labanotation), spatial theories (Choreutics) and qualitative movement analysis (Effort/Shape) in the first half of the last century. While struggling to capture movement in writing, he uncovered basic principles of form, sequence and dynamics. His work was significantly extended and applied by his students and colleagues that gave rise to a rich vocabulary for describing and analyzing movement, leading to the development of Laban Movement Analysis (LMA). LMA has evolved into a comprehensive system that has been used in dance, drama, nonverbal research, psychology, anthropology, ergonomics, physical therapy, and many other movement-related fields [8] . The theory of LMA is concerned with the following four components: body, space, shape and effort. Body deals with how body parts move, where the movement initiates and how the movement is spread through the body. Space takes into consideration the spatial extent of the mover's kinesphere and the form that is being revealed by the spatial pathways of the movement. Shape is concerned with the changing forms that the human body makes in space. Effort deals with the dynamic qualities of the movement and the inner attitude towards using energy. The effort quality of movement will be mainly applied in the framework discussed in this paper because it describes how people move as an expression of inner consciousness [9] . Laban Theory of Effort will be discussed further in the following section.
Laban theory of effort
Laban claimed that effort is a quality of every movement and effort is present in a gesture. The variations of effort that continues during movement performance convey the expressive information carried by the sequence of gestures [10] . Expressive power of the movements is mainly related to the way of performing them. There are four factors (time, space, weight and flow) that are collectively named "Effort" movement and the values they can assume are shown in Table 1 . The combinations of three factors (the fourth considered to be neutral) appear to be the most natural way to perform an action [11] . Value 1 in Table 1 can be referred to as "Basic Effort" and value 2 is called "Secondary and Stressed Effort". Movements performed with "Sustained Time" are movements whose duration is perceived to be long and lasts longer in time with the same characteristics. Pressing against a heavy object in order to move it is an example of a movement with "Sustained Time". "Quick Time" refers to quick and sudden movements such as the reaction in touching something that is really hot. The space factor defines a movement whose path in space is either direct, follows a straight line ("Direct Space") or a curved line ("Flexible Space"). "Strong Weight" refers to movements performed using strength, as pressing against a heavy object. The opposite is represented by movements during which no apparent strength is used ("Light Weight"). Movements performed with a high degree of bound flow reveal the readiness of the moving person to stop at any moment in order to readjust the effort if it proves to be wrong, or endangers success. In movements done with fluent flow, a total lack of control or abandon becomes visible, in which the ability to stop is considered inessential.
As seen in describing effort space, Laban almost neglects the Flow parameter, because it is difficult to directly evaluate, being more complex than the previous three [10] . Laban Theory of movement has been used as a tool by dancers [12] , athletes, physical and occupational therapists, and anyone wishing to enhance, refine, and clarify movement. Movement reflects human innermost feelings and ways of being in the world. For this reason, many embrace Laban Theory of Movement as a philosophy of life and a world view. In light of Laban's global view, it is evident that the possible applications of this theory are extremely broad [13] . Consequently, the system has been used by a wide and diverse range of groups and individuals including dancers, athletes, actors, researchers, sociologists, psychologists, therapists, and educators. Laban's theory of effort also might be used as a descriptive language in order to classify movement performance and analyze the stylistic and personal choices performed by a person moving (being it an actor, a dancer or a human being with whom a robot is interacting). Furthermore some aspects in theory of effort might also be suitable to synthesize movement in a robotic system in order to make it more expressive and human friendly [10] .
By applying Laban Theory of Effort, human movement can be analyzed through the way of performing the movement and not only by a feature of the kind of gesture performed (such as a punch or a caress) [10] . Furthermore, Laban actively studied the connection between effort and personality. He affirmed that to a certain personality can correspond a way of using effort space, a predilection for certain regions of effort space or for certain sequences of effort states. This is because a human has his own personal ways of moving [9] . These observations by Laban and other characteristics of Effort make it an interesting tool to use in order to move toward developing a graceful interaction framework
Formal movement qualities
In [14] , different frameworks and approaches that relate to interaction and movement were analysed and explored to provide different perspectives on human movement in interaction design. Each framework and approach provided a different view to inform the design of movement-based interaction. Movement qualities have also been applied in HCI research especially in interaction design. One research conducted by [5] stated that formal movement qualities such rhythm -tension between calm and dynamic, tempo -pace of a rhythm (slow or faster), sequence -relationship within each event and from one event to the next, and direction, can be applied in interface design to trigger a movement pattern during user interaction. Formal movement qualities are formal basic surface structures of movement that can be described. Table 2 shows the characteristics for each quality. Variation in rhythm occurs as a result of changes in intervals from one active movement to the next. It is often referred to this as the tension between calm and dynamic. The patterns of constancy and variation in intervals create phrases of activity and rest and help to address the human need to balance uniformity and diversity. Tempo is often defined as the cadence or pace of a rhythm. It can have proportionally the stone intervals between beats and play them at a faster tempo. In visual art, tempo refers to the pace of the viewer's eye as it scans the artwork. Quick tempos are often associated with small, narrow, thin objects, or of a great force exerted on an object. Slower tempos are associated with larger, wider, or thicker objects, often seen as more relaxed, and can be assigned weakness of effort in comparison to size, or assigned great resistance on the part of the object. Sequence illustrates events occurring over time. Sequence in a visual work is often used to demonstrate cause and effect, showing relationships within each event and from one event to the next. In interactive media, varied yet orderly sequence of events help orient the viewer, set viewer expectations, and support the information presented in the composition. Direction, the final aspect of the formal movement qualities, relates to sequence in terms of space. As an object exhibits a sequence of events that occur over time and therefore space, it must move within that space.
The conceptualization of graceful interaction
In this section, we present our conceptualization of graceful interaction as the first step towards the development of the framework. The term graceful interaction has been used before as a general guiding idea for design of dialogue systems [6] and intelligent environment [7] . However, definitions of graceful interaction from those authors are not based on any parsimonious and theoretical framework. Both studies tend to be exploratory rather than confirmatory and theory-driven and therefore, a concise framework to conceptualize aesthetics in graceful interaction is still lacking and remains confusing. Thus, the basic motivation of this paper is a need to propose a theoretical framework for graceful interaction of interactive interface in order to have a better conceptualization of aesthetics in graceful interaction. This is vital knowledge for every interaction design research aimed at designing aesthetic experience and aesthetic of use and interaction.
Basically, interaction design is about developing interactive products that are easy, effective, and enjoyable to use-from the users' perspective [16] . In software, for example, the use of dynamic icons, animations and sound can help communicate a state of operation, creating a sense of interactivity and feedback. Visual design aspects such as fonts, color pallet, and graphical layouts can also influence the perceived effectiveness of an interface. Studies have shown that affective aspects can affect a user's perception of usability [16] . The user effort refers to the basic effort of movement (time, space, weight, flow) that a user can apply to perform a task during the interaction. The movement interaction element will be focused on movement qualities (rhythm, tempo, sequence, direction) that can be applied into the visual design elements in order to trigger movement pattern for the design elements during user interaction. The visual design elements refers to visual communication and presentation of the interface (Wikipedia) or the look of the interface including graphic design elements such as text, images, icons and buttons [17] , [18] , [19] that can be designed in order to have a specific movement to capture the user's experience of graceful interaction. And the aesthetics of appearance of an artifact must always be taken into consideration as contributing factors to a user's interaction with them [20] .
By having an interactive interface where a user can click on, perform some sort of function or add some multimedia effects to the design elements and send prompts back to the users, the whole experience becomes more "interactive" [17] . This approach captures the user's perception and feeling when moving hands. [21] also demonstrated that the approach is able to read user's emotional state gauging from the way the user interacts with the interactive interface. Thus, it helps to enhance the users' expression and experience of graceful interaction.
A simple illustrative example for graceful interaction can be experienced at Adidas commercial site (http://www.adidas.com/my/homepage.asp). Although the website design approach may be varied, yet we believe a user will be able to experience the aesthetic of graceful interaction when interacting with the interactive interface. Hence, we believe the framework presented in this paper provides a comprehensive foundation and theoretical understanding upon which the nature of an aesthetic interaction while interacting with an interactive interface may be better understood.
Conclusion and future work
The framework presented in this paper is for understanding and designing graceful interactions. It can be beneficial for interaction designers in two different ways: to guide research and design of graceful interaction for interactive interface, and to provide a structure for understanding graceful interaction of interactive interface and their interrelated concepts. These approaches may be used as the premise in proposing the model with Laban movement analysis as the primary theoretical grounding consideration of graceful interaction design. The framework of understanding aesthetic of graceful interaction provides implicit guidance to be taken as future notes of consideration. The framework also might be referred to as a reference for imitation or emulation, or a design guideline for others to follow in the development of graceful interaction. Research reflected in this paper is an effort to offer some theoretical understanding of graceful interaction by the adaptation of movement theory. Furthermore, it could be used as a starting point for conducting empirical studies to uncover the dimension of graceful interaction. While a number of studies have examined the dimension of graceful interaction in dialogue system [6] and intelligent environment [7] , this research is one of the few attempts to expose the dimensions of graceful interaction in theoretical way for interactive interface contexts.
The intended contribution of this research is to provide a new foundation for future research in the area of Human Computer Interaction especially in aesthetics of interaction design. Thus, the next step in this research will be to take this valuable conceptualization of graceful interaction from this initial exploration as a point of departure for conducting further empirical studies to explore whether there is any user's expression or perception differences between graceful and non-graceful interaction. Potentially, the results of these empirical studies will help to understand the affective qualities that design elements elicit the most response from users in order to be able to create a graceful interaction and enhance user experience.
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